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the latest expansion to the popular pc game, grand ages: rome is called "modern times" and will be released on
july 1st. this expansion will take the game to the year 1949, and includes new ships, weapons and new units.

grand ages: rome is a free game that allows you to build cities in the era of the roman empire. build roads, set up
workshops, and start your journey to greatness! grand ages: rome 2 is a remake of the original grand ages: rome
game, which was the first time that the pc version of the game was released to the market. in this game, you will
play the role of a roman citizen, and you will be given the opportunity to build and develop your very own city as

you rise to greatness and glory. the game has a wonderful graphics, and i think that it is one of the most beautiful
games that you can play. grand ages: rome is an turn-based strategy game in which you will be given the role of a
roman citizen. the game is one of the best strategy games ever made, and it will certainly give you hours of fun.

the game has an incredible graphics and all of the features that you will find in the original grand ages: rome. this
game is one of the best strategy games you can find in the market, and it will definitely give you hours of

enjoyment. if you are looking for a strategy game in which you can play at work or at home, this is the game for
you. i highly recommend this game to everybody! grand ages: rome expansion pack is a new expansion for the pc

game grand ages: rome, and the new expansion will give you an entirely new game experience. this expansion
includes new units, new weapons, and new buildings. the goal of this game is for you to expand your empire and
to become a ruler of the known world. this expansion pack will give you the opportunity to play the game for a

long time, and you will certainly find it interesting. i highly recommend this game to all of the people who like this
kind of strategy games. grand ages: rome expansion pack will certainly make you happy.
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grand ages: rome is a turn-based
strategy game in which you take control

of the roman empire from the first
emperor augustus (r. 30 bc – 14 ad) to
the emperor vespasian (r. 69 – 79 ad)
and is available for pc, mac and linux.
grand ages: rome contains a campaign
mode with a variety of different events
that can occur during the time period,

and an expansion pack, reign of
augustus, which contains a brand new

campaign, 4 new scenarios, 11 new
buildings, 12 new technologies and 15
new portraits. grand ages: rome is a

work of historical fiction and attempts to
recreate the world of ancient rome by
using a historical, but not accurate,

historical source. grand ages rome is the
long awaited sequel to the bestselling
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strategy game imperium romanum and
sees you taking on the role of governor
of a roman province during the time-

honoured roman empire, its fortune very
much resting in your hands. grand ages
rome gold edition is the ultimate rome

strategy package including the complete
version of grand ages rome (with all add

ons) as well as the new official
expansion pack reign of augustus which
contains the following new features re-
live the reign of augustus in the official
expansion pack for the hit pc title grand
ages: rome. reign of augustus includes a

brand new campaign comprised of 12
missions, new maps and a wealth of

enhanced gameplay features. campaign
with 12 new missions 12 new maps 6

new multiplayer maps 4 new buildings:
senate, tax office, odeum, hospital 20

new estates bonus roads - connect your
city to the major roman roads to gain
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additional resources, units travel faster
on roads, certain buildings generate

additional resources when placed next
to a road authority - certain buildings
(both new and existing buildings from
the first game) generate authority that

can be used for various effects that
benefit the player or hinder his

opponents - putting out or starting fires,
summoning an allied squad, accelerated

research, etc. new talents for each
family (21 new talents total) remove tool

for roads, trees, platforms and
decorations new decorations statues

and gardens god mode - free build map
with few disasters and unlimited

resources new campaign intro video
additional multiplayer features: pre-built
towns & pre-built town walls etc. 3 new

patrons (agrippa, nero, drusus)
5ec8ef588b
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